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Our mission is to create the best, most
environmentally friendly 
and socially responsible products
possible; and to educate and inspire
those around us to live and work 
for a sustainable tomorrow.  

MISSION



OUR STORY

Bill Johnston

Co-Founder & President

It all started with a bicycle.  

In the fall of 2009, I was in the market for a new road 
bike and John Riddle had one to sell.  At the time, I was 
working for an outdoor adventure company guiding 
backpacking and mountaineering trips.  Uncertain of what
my career would hold, I knew that I wanted to be in 
sustainable business. It was then, John, a 25-year textile veteran, 
not only sold me a new set of wheels, but also 
introduced me to recycled textiles.

John and I began riding together regularly throughout the hills
of Western North Carolina and, after many lengthy conversations
during those afternoon rides, we put our skills and interest
together and started Recover.  We endeavored to make 
the best, most sustainable apparel possible, and also develop 
a 360° process -- from design to manufacturing to ful�llment.  
Recover would signi�cantly reduce the use of water and energy
during the manufacturing process by minimizing dyes and chemicals.  
Recover would make a better product, while keeping trash out of the 
land�ll, out of the river, out of the ocean.  

Seven years later, the philosophy remains the same.  We continue to 
make durable, eye-catching clothing in a sustainable and socially
responsible manner.  As we strive to improve our products and our
process, we are constantly inspired by those around us.  Whether
they’re climbing up a mountain, teaching in a classroom,
touring in a band, walking through a park, or cycling with a friend, 
as long as they choose to wear Recover, we’ll never stop trying
to do it the better way.  



IT STARTS WITH 8 PLASTIC BOTTLES...



PROCESS

All Recover garments begin at the source – recycled 
plastic bottles and recycled cotton. First, we collect and sort 
post-consumer plastic bottles, stripping them of all labels and caps. 
Next, we salvage cotton from discarded industry scraps, which 
are also sorted by color and blended with polyester. The reclaimed
�ber is then spun into yarn and knitted into fabric, which is ultimately 
cut and sewn into a garment. With our proprietary process, we are
able to make �bers that are “�rst quality,” which makes them 
look and feel great.

By presorting the recycled cotton by color and blending
it with recycled PET, our yarn is pre-colored which saves us
from dying the fabric during the manufacturing process.   
By eliminating dyes our products use 9X less water than a conventional\shirt
that’s dyed. Beyond working to make the most environmentally 
friendly products possible, we also strive to make the most socially
responsible products possible. It’s not just about the planet, it’s 
about people, and with that in mind, we carefully choose the 
people that we work with and make sure they share our core values.

We work with partners in the United States, Haiti, and Guatemala.  
Some of our products are made right here in North Carolina, where 
others are made through work co-ops in Haiti. At the end of the 
day, we believe environmental and social responsibility are global 
issues and we strive to make products in areas that can have the most
positive impact while reducing our carbon footprint.

With our program in Haiti, we supply Made-in-the-Carolinas, 100% recycled 
fabric to a cut and sew co-op there that aims to create sustainable jobs 
in developing countries. Their team then uses that material to construct 
the shirt you end up wearing on a daily basis. The work co-op creates 
sustainable jobs and living wages for hundreds of workers. The facility
in Guatemala is powered by biomass that consists of wood chips, co�ee 
extract, and other raw materials.  In addition to using clean energy, 
this state-of-the-art facility provides good jobs to skilled workers 
that help us build the performance garments you wear.

Many of our products are made right here in North Carolina and are made within
a 100 mile radius of our headquarters.  Ultimately, we strive to make the most
ecologically friendly and socially responsible products possible, and carefully source
our products through the entire supply chain - from the raw materials to the �nished product. 



   RECOVER TEE

The Recover Tee is a 50/50 cotton/polyester blend (post-consumer 
PET and post-industrial cotton), giving you all the comfort of cotton 
and the performance of polyester.  Lightweight, soft, and durable;
the Recover Tee is your go-to everyday tee -- whether you’re in 

the woods or out on the town.



 RECOVER TEE

CARBON

CLASSIC GREY COOLER BLUE

ALUMINUM BETTER BROWN

SWEET BLUE

GRASS PILSNER

HUGO PHOENIX

WILD BERRY FIRE

RS 100 
Unisex 
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
S – XXL



 WOMEN’S RECOVER TEE              

CARBON

CLASSIC GREY COOLER BLUE

SWEET BLUE

GRASS PILSNER

HUGO PHOENIX

WILD BERRYROSA

RS 200 
Women’s
Crew Neck 
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
XS – XL

FIRE



CARBON

ALUMINUM

GRASS

PHOENIX

 WOMEN’S V-NECK RECOVER TEE              

RS 200V
Women’s
V-Neck
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
XS – XL

COOLER BLUE



  LONG SLEEVE RECOVER TEE                        YOUTH RECOVER TEE

CARBON

ALUMINUM SWEET BLUE

GRASS

RY100
Youth
50/50 blend
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit (sizing based on 6-12 year old)
S – L 

RS 101
Unisex 
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
XS – XXL

CARBON

ALUMINUM SWEET BLUE

GRASS

PHOENIX



CARBON

COOLER BLUE PHOENIX

 RECOVER POLO

RS 500
Unisex
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
S – XXL



RECOVER SPORT 

The Recover Sport Tee is made from 100% recycled 
PET (post-consumer plastic bottles).   The plastic bottles
you recycled were used to create our breathable, durable 
Sport Tee.  This stylish, moisture-wicking, performance shirt 
is perfect for any adventure -- surf, golf, ski, gym, 
work -- this shirt does it all.



RECOVER SPORT 

HEATHER BLUE HEATHER GREY HEATHER GREEN

RD 1000
Unisex
100% polyester
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
S – XXL

HEATHER BLACK



WOMEN’S V-NECK RECOVER SPORT                WOMEN’S RECOVER SPORT     

HEATHER BLUE HEATHER GREEN

RD 2000V
Women’s
V-Neck
100% polyester 
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
XS – XL

RD 2000
Women’s
Crew Neck
100% polyester
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
XS – XL

HEATHER BLACK HEATHER GREY



RDY 100
Youth
100% polyester 
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
(sizing based on 6-12 year old)
S - L

RD 1001
Unisex
100% polyester 
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
XS – XXL

HEATHER GREY

 YOUTH RECOVER SPORT                        LONG SLEEVE RECOVER SPORT

HEATHER BLUE HEATHER GREY HEATHER BLACK



 WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE RECOVER  SPORT

RD 2001
Women’s
Long Sleeve Crew Neck
100% polyester 
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
XS – XL

HEATHER BLUEHEATHER GREY



HEATHER BLUE HEATHER GREY HEATHER GREEN HEATHER BLACK

RD 5000
Unisex
100% polyester 
(post-consumer PET / plastic bottles)
Athletic Fit
S – XXL

                                                                RECOVER SPORT POLO



RECOVER HOODY

The Recover Hoody is a 50/50 cotton/polyester blend (post-consumer PET 
and post-industrial cotton).  Soft and stylish; the Recover Hoody will instantly 
become your favorite layer that you can enjoy year-round.



RECOVER PULLOVER HOODY                   RECOVER ZIP HOODY   
CARBON

ALUMINUM SWEET BLUE

GRASS

RH 1093
Unisex
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
XS – XXL

RZH 1090
Unisex
50/50 blend 
(post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
Regular Fit
XS – XXL

CARBON

ALUMINUM SWEET BLUE

GRASSPHOENIX PHOENIX



ACCESSORIES

Recover Accessories are made in the USA 
with excess materials and waste that would 
otherwise go to the landfill.  From blown-out 
bike tubes, to old surfing wetsuits, to reclaimed 
wood from the furniture industry; our accessories 
give new life to old products.



    BIKE TUBE BACKPACK                                 RECOVER TRUCKER HAT

RECOVER WETSUIT COOZIE

RBT 6000
Made from upcycled bike inner tubes 
and recycled PET
Made in USA
22 Liter 
One Size

RTH 6000
6-Panel trucker hat
Made in USA
One Size 

RWC 6000
Made from upcycled wetsuits
Made in USA
One Size



CLASSIC GREY COOLER BLUE

ALUMINUM BETTER BROWN

SWEET BLUEGRASSPHOENIX FIRE

  RECOVER DRAWSTRING BACKPACK                       

RB 100
Made in USA of upcycled t-shirts
50/50 blend (post-consumer PET / post-industrial cotton)
One Size



Email: sales@recoverbrands.com

Address: 1518 Bryant St, Charlotte, NC 28208

Phone: (888) 897-9243

recoverbrands.com                                 

@recoverbrands



This catalogue is printed on 100% recycled paper


